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-scale space have the undesirable property of having no closed-form rep-
resentation in the spatial domain, despite their simple closed-form expression in the Fourier domain. This





in the spatial domain is presented using the well-known Gaussian kernel and the Poisson kernel. Experiments
show good results, with maximum relative errors of less than 2.4%. The approximation has been successfully




-scale spaces. Some examples of practical applications with scale
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1. INTRODUCTION
Scale is an essential parameter in computer vision,










 some physical property with a
measurement device—for example, integration (over a
spatial area and a time frame)—of reflected light inten-
sity of an object with a CCD sensor in a digital camera
or a photoreceptor in our eyes. The range of possibili-
ties of observing certain sizes of objects is bounded on
two sides: there is a minimal size, about the size of the
smallest aperture, and there is a maximal size, about the





 of the human visual system (the very
first few layers of the visual system) is able to “detect”
at different apertures. A good example for this necessity
is an image mosaic as shown in Fig. 1. To see the details
of each patch we use a small aperture, which prevents
us from seeing the global structure. At a large aperture
we are able to see the global structure, but not the






Since one cannot know a priori at which scales
objects are present in a scene, it is necessary to detect at
multiple scales simultaneously. Scale space theory is
the theory of the apertures through which machines and
we observe the world. For computer vision systems, the





high-resolution image with a kernel of a certain width.
In 1962, Taizo Iijima derived the Gaussian kernel for
this purpose from a set of basic axioms in a Japanese
paper [1]. Later, papers on linear or Gaussian scale




The text was submitted by the authors in English.
 
Witkin [2] and Koenderink [3] in the 1980s. A more
recent introduction to scale space can be found in
monograph by ter Haar Romeny [4]. It is, however,
shown by Duits [5] that, for reasonable axioms, there





-scale spaces, of which the Gaussian scale





Scale space theory makes it possible to look at (spa-
tial) derivatives of the image in a mathematically well-
posed way. This is the basis of many well-known fea-
ture detectors at the present time, such as blob detectors
or edge detectors. It is also shown that the human front-
end visual system takes derivatives up to at least fourth





 of an image is important for detecting objects,
for human beings as well as for machines.
For a better understanding of image analysis algo-





-scale spaces, it is important to have a tool
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 kernels are only known in
closed form in the Fourier domain, we present a fast
and accurate approximation of the kernels in the spatial
domain, based on the well-known Gaussian and Pois-
son kernels. These approximations are implemented in





The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:










Next we will present an approximation of these kernels
in the spatial domain in Section 3. In Section 4 we
present the results of our approximation and compare it
with the original kernel. In section 5 we will introduce
an application of the approximated kernels. Finally, we












. In a Gaussian scale space the image is
blurred according to the evolution process
(1)
which leads to convolution of the image with a Gauss-
ian kernel. A scale space of a 2D image is in fact a 3D




 as the third axis. In practice,
however, a scale space is often seen as a stack of images
sequentially blurred by convolution with a kernel. Fig-





-scale spaces are created using a different evolu-
tion process,
(2)








 = 1, we indeed obtain the evo-
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we obtain the evolution process of the Poisson scale
space, which has some special properties and can be
extended to a monogenic scale space, as described by
Felsberg [6]. Figure 3 shows an example of an image





Recall that the solution of the evolution process in
(2) is given by
(3)























 given in the Fourier domain by
(4)












 = 1 one obtains the well-




 = 1/2 the Poisson ker-












 1) are easy
to obtain in the Fourier domain, but unfortunately in
general there is no closed-form representation in the
spatial domain. In the case of a Gaussian or Poisson
kernel, one can easily apply an inverse Fourier trans-
form to obtain the kernel in the spatial domain, but in





expression can be found for the kernel in the spatial


























x r φcos r φsin,( ),=




 A scale space of a 2D image as a continuous 3D vol-
ume (left) and the same scale space as a stack of sequen-




 An example image blurred by different kernels at








 = 3/4, bottom
row: α = 1/2.
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(7)
Any 2D function f ∈ 2(2) in polar coordinates can
be decomposed as follows:
(8)
The Fourier transform of a product of a radial func-
tion with a harmonic function can be written in terms of
the Hankel transform [7],
(9)
with (f)(ρ, ϕ) the Fourier transform of f and
m(fm)(ρ) the Hankel transform of fm defined by
(10)
with Jν(z) the Bessel function defined by
(11)
Since our kernel is independent of ϕ, we have
(12)
The Hankel transformation equals its inverse trans-
formation (for functions independent of φ); hence, the
inverse Fourier transform of our kernel becomes the
Hankel transform of the kernel in the Fourier domain:
(13)
Using the Hankel transformation, it is possible to
obtain an expression for the α-kernel in the spatial
domain for a fixed α only. For some values of α, the
expression can become quite complicated, involving
hypergeometric functions. Therefore, an approxima-
tion of the α-kernel in the spatial domain is presented.
3. APPROXIMATION OF THE α-KERNEL
IN THE SPATIAL DOMAIN
An approximation of the α-kernel is proposed using
a linear combination of one Gaussian kernel and one
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a α( )e sg α( ) ω
2
–
≈ b α( )e sp α( ) ω– .+
Note that a, b, sg (Gauss scale), and sp (Poisson
scale) are constants, which may depend on α. In order
to obtain a correct amplitude for ω = 0, we must have
a + b = 1, which results in
(15)
An exact result is desired for α = 1 and α = 1/2,
which results in the following constraints:
(16)
For dimensionality reasons and using these con-






Using the dimensionless frequency || ω|| = ρ,
Eq. (15) can be rewritten as
(20)
Note that for all relevant frequencies we can assume
(roughly) that ρ ≤ 1. Using a Taylor expansion up to
order N around ρ = 0, we obtain
(21)
To obtain an expression for a(α), (21) may be inte-
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The left-hand side of this equation is a function only
depending on α, while the right-hand side only depends
on a, c1, and c2. For a first-order Taylor expansion
(N = 1), the solution of a(α) in (22) can be expressed in
α, c1, and c2:
(23)
To find an expression for c1(α) and c2(α), the ampli-
tude of the α-kernel in the spatial domain at the origin
is calculated using the Hankel transform (13):
(24)
The amplitudes at the origin for the Gaussian and




Combined with (24) this results in the equation
(27)
In order to solve this equation for c1 and c2, an extra
equation is needed. If  = 2c1 is chosen as an extra
constraint, the amplitude for the α-kernel at origin is
not dependent on a(α) and we may readily solve for c1
and, thus, c2:
(28)
Note that now the unknown parameters a(α), b(α),
sg(α), and sp(α) of (14) are expressed in terms of α
while obeying the constraints of (16) and (18).
a α( ) 3 2– 1 2α+( )c2+( )1 2α+( ) 2c1– 3c2+( )
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The approximation presented in the previous section
still contains a rather complicated Gamma function.
Since 1/2 ≤ α ≤ 1, only a small, very smooth part of the
Gamma function is actually used in our expressions.
With a program like Mathematica [8], a good numerical
approximation can be found for this part of the Gamma
function. Experiments were conducted using the fol-
lowing numerical approximations for c1(α), c2(α), and
a(α):
(29)
Using (15) and (29), simple approximations of the
α-kernel in the spatial domain can be made. Figure 4
shows the 1D cross section of the α-kernel and the
approximation for α = 0.75 and s = 3.
The approximation is of course exact for r = 0 (due
to constraints) and for r = ∞. The maximum error
between the α-kernel and the approximated kernel can
be defined as
(30)
with  being the α-kernel and  the approximated
kernel. Figure 5 shows the maximum relative error
between the α-kernel and the proposed approximation
for various α and s.
Note that the maximum relative error should be
independent of scale, which is also found experimen-
tally. The worst maximum relative error, 2.36%, is
found approximately at α = 0.65.
c1 α( ) 1.5374– 5.0722α+
1 1.4548α 1.0800α2+ +
----------------------------------------------------------=
c2 α( ) 3.0748– 10.1444α+
1 1.4548α 1.0800α2+ +
----------------------------------------------------------=




















Fig. 4. 1D cross section of the α-kernel (solid) and the
approximated kernel (dashed) in the spatial domain for α =
7.5 and s = 3.
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4.1. Spatial Derivatives
In order to obtain derivatives of an image at a certain
scale, one can carry out a convolution of the image with
a derivative of the kernel. In this section we show how
our approximation of the α-kernel performs if deriva-
tives are taken. For simplicity, we will only show the
results for the Laplacian. The Laplacian in polar coor-
dinates is defined by
(31)
which can be simplified, because our kernel is only
dependent on r:
(32)
Using (32) on (15), one can find an approximation
of the Laplacian kernel. However, the parameters are
still optimized for the zeroth-order kernel; hence, the
error will be too large. Figure 6 shows the resulting
Laplacian kernel and the maximum relative error for
the zeroth-order optimization. To improve the
approximation of the Laplacian kernel, the steps of
Eq. (24) up to (36) are repeated for the Laplacian
























kernel. First, the amplitude of the kernel at the origin
is again calculated:
(33)
The amplitude at the origin for the approximated
kernel in two dimensions is given by
(34)
Combined with (33) this results in the equation
(35)
If  = 12  is chosen as an extra constraint, the
amplitude for the α-kernel at the origin is not depen-
ks































































Fig. 5. Maximum relative error between α-kernel and
approximation for various α with scale fixed at s = 3 (top)




















Fig. 6. Top: example of the Laplacian of the α-kernel (solid
line) and the Laplacian of the approximated kernel (dashed
line) for the zeroth order optimization. Bottom: maximum
relative error between the Laplacian of the α-kernel and
approximation for various α with scale fixed at s = 3.
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dent on a(α) and we may readily solve for c1 and,
thus, c2:
(36)
Figure 7 shows the resulting kernel with the param-
eters optimized for the Laplacian kernel and the maxi-
mum relative error. Note that the results are, indeed,
much improved. In a similar fashion, the parameters
can be optimized for other derivatives of the kernel.
5. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXAMPLES
The presented approximation is implemented in a
software package by the name of ScaleSpaceViz [9]. It
is mainly designed for research purposes, to learn more
about α-scale spaces and the deep structure of images
[3].













The program can calculate and visualize special
interest points in scale space by calculating zerocross-
ings of 3D volumes. Consider, for example, the spatial
critical points defined by
Definition 1. Spatial critical points are points where
the spatial gradient is zero. For 2D images these points
are maxima, minima, or saddles.
If these points are tracked through scale, so called
critical paths are obtained. These paths are the intersec-
tions of the zerocrossings of the x- and y-derivative of
the scale space of a 2D image. Figure 8 shows the crit-
ical paths of a simple blob image plus the zerocrossing
surfaces of the x- and y-derivative.
In the diffusion process, extrema can merge with
saddles or extrema-saddle pairs can be created. This
happens at the so-called top points, which are defined
by
Definition 2. Top points are spatial critical points
where the Hessian degenerates (det H = 0). For generic
2D images, these points are annihilations or creations
of saddles with maxima or minima,
where the Hessian of a 2D image f is given by
(37)
These points are the intersections of the zerocross-
ings of the determinant of the Hessian with the critical
paths. Other points of interest are, for example, scale
space saddles, which are also spatial critical points, but
also have a zero scale derivative (which by definition
equals a zero Laplacian in a Gaussian scale space).
These points are intersections of the zerocrossings of
the Laplacian with the critical paths. Figure 9 shows
again the simple blob image, with the critical paths, top
points, and scale space saddles. In Fig. 10 some exam-
H f( ) ∇∇f ∂x
2 f ∂x∂y f




















Relative error in %
Fig. 7. Top: example of the Laplacian of the α-kernel (solid
line) and the Laplacian of the approximated kernel (dashed
line) optimized for the Laplacian. Bottom: maximum rela-
tive error between the Laplacian of the α-kernel and
approximation for various α with scale fixed at s = 3.
Fig. 8. Left: simple 2D image with some Gaussian blobs.
Right: zero crossings of x- and y-derivative surfaces (z axis
is scale) and their intersections (critical paths).
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ples of critical paths and top points with creation–anni-
hilation pairs are shown.
5.2. Approximated α-Scale Space Kernel
Critical paths and top points can be calculated for
any (α) scale space, this is not limited to the Gaussian
scale space. The paths of different α-scale spaces will
not be the same for an image, and even topological dif-
ferences will occur. Figure 11 shows the critical paths
and top points of an image for three different α's. To
confirm the quality of the approximated kernels as
described previously, the program can calculate critical
paths and top points for α-scale spaces both using con-
volution in the spatial domain and multiplication in the
Fourier domain. Figure 12 shows the critical paths and
top points of an image using the Fourier and the spatial
convolution methods.
5.3. Stability of Scale Space Interest Points
For any practical application of scale space interest
points, it is crucial to have information about the stabil-
ity of those points under small perturbations. For exam-
ple, critical points depend on the position of maxima,
minima, and saddles in the image. In almost homoge-
neous areas in the image, the extrema merely depend on
noise. These points will thus be very unstable under
small perturbations and not very useful for applica-
tions. Figure 13 shows the critical paths and top points
of different noise realizations of an image. Note that
there is indeed a difference between stable top points in
regions with much structure and unstable top points in
Fig. 9. Critical paths of the blob image from Fig. 8. The
light dots show the top points and the dark dots show the
scale space saddles. Note that not all paths have scale space
saddles and that there can be more saddles on one critical
path. There is, however, at least one top point in each crit-
ical path (with the remaining path having a top point in
infinity).
Fig. 10. Examples of creation–annihilation pairs of extrema
and saddles. Top and center: two artificial test images with
dumbbell examples. Bottom: part of an MR brain image
with creation–annihilation pairs.
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regions with little structure. Platel et al. presented a sta-
bility measure for top points based on the total variation
norm [10], which could also be used for other critical
points. Balmachnova et al. presented a more elaborate
stability measure for top points that also takes direc-
tions into account [11].
5.4. Applications Using Scale Space Interest Points
Multiscale interest points can potentially be used in
several applications. Nielsen and Lillholm compared
the descriptive power of different scale space interest
points [12] by means of reconstruction. They look at the
metameric class of images that have the same interest
points. More recent results of reconstructions from top
points based on a new reconstruction scheme can be
found in the authors' work [13, 14]. Figure 14 shows an
example of reconstructions from 19 and 63 top points
of an image, respectively. The ordering is according to
the stability measure, as described previously.
Scale space interest points have also been proven
useful in matching applications. For example, Lowe
[15] used blob points for finding objects in a cluttered
scene. Platel et al. [16] used top points to match faces
in a database. From each image the top points are
extracted and a directed acyclic graph (DAG) is created
using scale space tessellation. Two images are com-
pared by embedding the DAGs into a high dimensional
vector space and calculating the Earth Movers Distance
[17] between the two embedded DAGs (See Fig. 15).
6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
Using α-scale spaces in practice can be a problem,
since the corresponding kernels are only known in
closed form in the Fourier domain for 1/2 < α < 1.
Some applications, however, can make advantage of a
spatial representation of an α-kernel. We solve this
problem by approximating a 2D α-kernel in the spatial
Fig. 11. Critical paths from scale spaces of an MR image
with α = 0.5 (white), α = 0.75 (light gray) and with α = 1.0
(dark gray). Note that there are topological differences in
the large paths in the center between the different α-scale
spaces.
Fig. 12. Experiments to confirm the approximation of the α-
kernel in the spatial domain. Top: scale space calculated in
the Fourier domain with the original kernel (α = 0.75). Cen-
ter: the same scale space calculated with the approximated
kernel in the spatial domain. Bottom: the two methods pro-
jected on top of each other; the Fourier method in white, the
convolution method in gray.
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domain with a linear combination of one Gaussian ker-
nel and one Poisson kernel. The maximum relative
error between the α-kernel and the approximation is
low (less than 2.4%) and independent of scale. With the
presented parameters, the error propagates in the deriv-
atives of the kernel, resulting in a maximum relative
error of approximately 12% for a second-order deriva-
tive of the kernel. This is solved by adding constraints
for derivatives to calculate the parameters in a similar
way as we have done for the zeroth-order case.
The presented approximation is implemented in the
software tool ScaleSpaceViz. This tool has proven to be
useful in exploring the deep structure of images and
constructing applications involving scale space interest
points, such as reconstruction and matching.
Future research will include extensions of the previ-
ously mentioned applications. Using reconstruction
from scale space interest points, one can perform image
editing by applying an operation on the interest points
and making a reconstruction, for example, removing
parts in a scene by removing the corresponding interest
points or morphing one image into the other by moving
the interest points from one set to the other. Combined
with matching algorithms, reconstruction can result in
removing a particular object from a scene automati-
Fig. 13. Critical paths and top points of three different noise
realizations of a CT brain image (in white, light gray, and
dark gray). Note that there is no clear relation between the
position of top points of the three noise realizations in the
dark image area at the bottom; in this almost homogeneous
part of the image, the critical paths and the top points are
dominated by noise and are thus unstable. In areas with
more structure (top part), one can see a clear relationship
between the critical paths and top points of the different
noise realizations. The top points are very stable perpendic-
ular to the elongated structure and less stable along the
elongated structure. Note that the critical paths can be very
different in stable areas, while the positions of the top points
are almost the same.
Fig. 14. Image reconstruction from top points. Left: original
image of Lena’s eye (64 × 64 pixels). Center: reconstruction
from 19 top points with up to fourth-order derivatives in
each top point. Right: reconstruction from 63 top points













Fig. 15. Image matching using top points. To compare two images from a database (e.g., a query image and a candidate from an
image database) one calculates the top points of both images. A directed acyclic graph (DAG) is created for each image using some
proper distance measure. These DAGs are embedded in a metric space and using the EMD a distance between the two images is
calculated. Adapted from [16].
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cally. It is also possible to follow the movement of
interest points in an image sequence to extract motion
paths of objects.
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